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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report provides an explanation and analysis about a business. The business is registered under 

Nor Faidah Binti Abdullah. This business is individual project that given by Dr Nor Zawani 

Mamat@Ibrahim. The report explains everything about my business that construct in online 

platform which is Facebook. Chocolair Scarves is the name of brand scarves who operated since 

20th May 2021. This business opened during pandemic happen and me and my team use these 

opportunities to sell the scarves. As owner of Chocolair scarves it is sole proprietorships, I have 3 

people that help me to expand the business well.  

In the beginning of the business, I started to sell a few sets of the scarves that have bold color, 

nude, and pastel which trendy among hijabs. Women now love to wear color that match with the 

outfit to boost up their confidence. Using the Facebook help me a lot to interact with the customer 

and using their marketplace to make customer see our brands. The reason why I sell scarves is to 

become one of brands that offering premium scarves, fashionable and elegant in every each of set. 

Me and my team want to give customer achieve their dream to choose their own personality.  

The business uses hard sell and soft sell for their marketing plan. It is because to follow the changes 

demand and characteristics behavior of customer. Beside that due to pandemic Covid-19 happen, 

there no customer walks in to choose and touch physically the scarves. The customer can order 

then they will get the scarves 2 to 3 days after payment. Many people stay at home due to current 

situation and, they work from home (WFH). They may feel stress and unmotivated. With bought 

something to themselves or giving a scarf as present to their beloved one can make themselves 

more appreciates. Therefore, I hope that by selling this product, it will help them boost the 

confidence with their personality even they stay at home. They can dress up even at home to make 

they productive and in a good feeling.  
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1.0 BUSINESS REGISTRATION 

1.1 Go- Ecommerce of Business 
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1.2 Personal Information 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 

 

2.1 Name and Address of Business 

 

The business name is “Chocolair Scarves”. The name of the business inspired by the 

owner who loves to eat chocolate. She went to the other name of chocolate that existed 

in this world by the name of the scarves. The business is sole proprietorship that use 

their own modal. Also, Chocolair Scarves established since May 2021 while pandemic 

happen. The operation of the business open from 8am until 5pm.  

The Chocolair Scarves located at No 40 Jalan Bestari 10/3 Taman Bestari Indah 81800 

Ulu Tiram, Johor. The location quitted strategic because this is urban area which always 

crowded with people. Due to pandemic and Movement Control Order (MCO). So, the 

business opened in online and not accept customer to walk in.  

 

2.2 Organizational Chart 
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2.3 Mission and Vision 

 

a. Mission 

To encourage the women out there that the most beautiful thing you can wear 

is confidence and they need to support each other, instead of competing against 

each other, brings a unity and strength like no other. The personality is needed 

to boost up the confidence.  

 

b. Vision 

Chocolair Scarves want to become one of the biggest brands that leads the 

women to boost up their confidence using their scarves. With the fashionable, 

elegant and high premium quality texture, all the women can be more 

confidence to achieve their dream and be more successful.  

 

2.4 Descriptions of Products 

 

Chocolair Scarves is business that selling their own brand scarves. They sell in set to 

make it easier to the customer. The business helps the customer for not wasting their 

time to make decision. That is why they promote the scarves to them bought in set. 

They are few set of scarves that the team Chocolair name as real name chocolate, which 

is Set Patchi, Set Gurlyn, Set Haute and Set Ghirardelli. Each of the set only RM50 but 

it is excluded the postage. The customer needs to add on another RM8 for postage. 

 

There’s are different between Chocolair scarves with other brands. The material is soft 

like a premium high quality. But they can purchase with an affordable price. Not 1 but 

4 scarves in one set. Next is the scarves is quite flexible which is awning always on 

point. So, they can wear it without any worries when a windy day. The women will not 

be having a moody day due to their scarves. Besides the length and measurement 

exactly for standard wear and still can cover up the “aurat”. This business wants their 

customer look elegant but in proper way.  
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Moreover, the scarves do not need to heavy iron. They can iron the scarves less than 5 

minutes. The material is good to heat and make it easier to the women out who does 

not have a longer time to dress up well. Not forget to the color each set of scarves match 

well with all outfits. The warm and pastel colors can match with black or white outfit. 

So, the customer can easily pickup the scarves to match with their daily outfit.  

 

Furthermore, Chocolair scarves launch the new product that trendy nowadays. It is 

scrunchies which same as rubber hair band but cuter. The function of scrunchies have 

to firm hair ties. This is because when they wear scarves, the hair must proper and stay 

firm. The scrunchies help the hair firm and not slack. There are three types of 

scrunchies that we sold which is chocolat, ciccolato and schokolade. Also, they sold in 

a set which contain 5 scrunchies. The price is as low as RM20 only excluded the 

postage. With the premium quality, the scrunchies does not deserve the price but to 

maintain high quality with the cheapest price, the team Chocolair decide to sell 

cheapest. Also, the scrunchies is too cute that they can wear it as accessories. 
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2.5 Price List 

 

Product  Items Price 

Set Haute (4Scarves) 

 

RM 50 

Set Ghirardelli (4Scarves) 

 

RM 50 

Set Gurlyn (4Scarves) 

 

RM 50 

Set Patchi (4Scarves) 

 

RM 50 

Scrunchies Chocolat 

(5Scrunchies) 

 

RM 20 

Scrunchies Cioccolato 

(5Scrunchies) 

 

RM 20 

Scrunchies Schokolade 

(5Scrunchies) 

 

RM 20 
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3.0 FACEBOOK 

3.1 Creating Facebook (FB) Page 

 

 
 

Facebook is an online platform that I need to use to marketing and advertising my 

business. The platform is free, and many people reach this social media to share their 

life and business. With using the platform, we as entrepreneur can get many customers 

that interested with the product likes scarves and scrunchies. Many people spend their 

time on screen nowadays because they need to stay at home.  

 

 

3.2 Customizing URL Facebook (FB) Page 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Chocolair-Scarves-109564921278712/ 

 

By customize the own URL, it can help entrepreneur share their business to all social 

media and get more customer. For expanding the business, many marketing strategies 

that entrepreneur need to learn and always update the surrounding. The Facebook was 

made on 27 April 2021 and still active to interact with the customer.  

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Chocolair-Scarves-109564921278712/
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3.3 Facebook (FB) Post-Teaser 

 

Teaser #1 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/videos/181294187291473 

 

 
 

Teaser #2 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154054

683496402 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/videos/181294187291473
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154054683496402
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154054683496402
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3.4 Facebook (FB) Post- Copywriting (Hard sell) 

 

Hard sell #1 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153247

323577138/ 

 

 
 

 

Hard sell #2 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/155347

840033753/ 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153247323577138/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153247323577138/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/155347840033753/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/155347840033753/
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3.5 Facebook (FB) Post- Copywriting (Soft sell) 

 

Soft sell #1 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153239

660244571/ 

 

 

 

 

Soft sell #2 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154532

836781920 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153239660244571/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/153239660244571/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154532836781920
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.153243253577545/154532836781920
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3.6 Graphics 

 

Graphic #1  

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144264

457808758/ 

 

 
 

Graphic #2 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144809

737754230/ 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144264457808758/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144264457808758/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144809737754230/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/144809737754230/
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Graphic #3 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/145622

144339656/ 

 

 
 

Graphic #4 

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/videos/340902287588509 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/145622144339656/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/photos/a.144264521142085/145622144339656/
https://www.facebook.com/109564921278712/videos/340902287588509
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4.0 CONCLUSION 

 

In a nutshell, business is one of the good things that we can explore. There a lot of challenges and 

lesson learn on it. We can learn how to communicate with customer, to deal with them and arrange 

the supply system. Build a good relationship with the supplier to get a premium product so that the 

customer will be satisfied with the business. Despite high risk due to large amount of modal, 

running the business give me the chance to make side income and can help my parents. 

Entrepreneurs are their own bosses and employee. They need learn how to be independence and 

make a better decision on their business.  

 

I can conclude that Chocolair scarves is my first business that selling scarves using online platform. 

As a boss, me and my team need to involve in total operation of business. It is from planning, 

ideas, choose design, customer service until product safely arrived at the customer. With this 

project, I able to achieve my goals and try to achieve the mission and vision of this business. The 

opportunities come once in a life so surely Chocolair Scarves will grab it. Hope that Chocolair 

lovers will continue support and we will improve more on the business marketing strategy and 

expand the business.  


